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 Aviation gas turbine engines are developed through improving their thermal & gas-

dynamic characteristics in order to increase efficiency of power plants on board an 

aircraft. The success of solving the problem mentioned above greatly depends on the 
degree of excellence in the work-flow and the design of combustion chambers. This 

problem becomes even more complex in combustion chambers of Small-size Gas 

Turbine Engines (SGTE). Analysis of statistic data referring to engine size made it 
possible to determine the limit value of reduced air flow at combustion chamber's 

intake, after which design dimensions and their integral characteristics reduce sharply. 

Studying flow in diffusers of SGTE combustion chambers, fuel atomization in 
pneumatic mechanical atomizers, forced combustion of fuel-and-air mixture, work-flow 

in vortex burners, as well as set of integral characteristics of SGTE combustion 

chambers made it possible to determine their main features. As a result of a number of 
experimental studies, an important problem has been solved, i.e. increasing efficiency 

of SGTE combustion chambers work-flow. The state of research in the field of 

organizing work-flow in small-size GTE combustion chambers has also been 
considered. Methods of improving combustion chambers characteristics have been 

found. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

 Aviation gas turbine engines are developed through improving their thermal & gas-dynamic characteristics 

and design improvement in order to increase efficiency of Power Plants (PP) on board an aircraft (A/C) [1, 2]. 

 Expansion of the scope of GTE application both in altitudes and airspeed, and in operating conditions 

(climatic conditions, presence of dust, show, biologic particles, gusts of wind, atmosphere turbulence, and the 

like) requires a wide scope of finishing work [3, 4]. Though such problems are inherent to various extents in 

aviation engines of all types [5], they become most acute, highly undefined and complex in case of small size 

GTE (SGTE). Small size, extreme operating conditions, nature of interaction with the A/C, etc. are important 

factors that should be taken into account throughout the life-cycle of an engine. 

 The success of solving the problem mentioned above greatly depends on the degree of excellence in 

the work-flow and the design of combustion chambers. This assembly ensures stable burning in a wide range of 

temperatures with high degree of fuel burn-up, ensuring insignificant losses in working medium flow energy, 

uniform temperature field of the gas entering the turbine, reliable flame stabilization and start of a combustion 

chamber (CC) [6, 7]. 

 Analysis of the purpose, requirements and peculiarities of SGTE operation (fig.1), and of the nature of 

changes in design and operating parameters based on statistical data (fig.2) made it possible to formulate some 

basic attributes of SGTE combustion chambers, which are: changes in the CC layout due to specifics of the form 

and low gas-dynamic parameters of the engine, increasing relative values of structures, size and phenomena in 

organization of CC work-flow and design and decreasing its size.  

 Problems of the theory of burning and its practical application in real units have been considered by many 

leading theoreticians, experimentalists and designers [6, 7, 8]. 
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Fig. 1: Functionality of small size GTE. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2: Dependence of changing CC design parameters and operation conditions on GAFR. 

 

 Meanwhile, many issues related to: burning in vortex flow, FAM combustion with respect to aerodynamics 

on the primary zone, dependence of fuel burn-up, flame stabilization, gas temperature fields and the intake of 

the CC and CC start at various altitudes and in various climatic conditions that are characteristic of SGTE CC 

are still understudied, especially in complex. 

 Based on the aforementioned, research areas have been formed. 

 In order to perform the research, a set of stands, facilities, test and adjustment technologies for SGTE 

combustion chambers has been created [1]. 

 The results of studying separate stages of SGTE CC work-flow made it possible to determine their main 

characteristics. 
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Methods: 

 Shape of diffusers, flow modes and criteria of measuring efficiency. Analysis of SGTE CC design showed 

that diffusers for this kind of CC are characterized by a set of factors, such as absence of diffuser's booster part, 

part of air flow turning 90…180° into the inner ring duct. 

 In order to assess diffuser's characteristics, its length LD was taken as the distance between the trailing edge 

of compressor's flow straightener and the front profile in CC ring ducts. In course of assessing diffusers 

operation, depending on the size, the following characteristics were used: 

 nD= ∑FRD/FC; σD=PD/ PC*;   ξD=ΔPD/(ρW
2

C/2), 

 where nD is diffuser opening degree, σD is the total pressure recovery coefficient, ξD is hydraulic loss 

coefficient. The analysis shows that in ready CC nD changes between 1.5 and 2.5 (fig. 3). Practice shows that at 

nD< 2.0 it is possible to ensure stability of processes in combustion chambers. Besides, in straight-flow circular 

combustion chambers, losses in the diffuser are (30…40) % of total losses; in straight flow CC it is (10…15) %. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3: Dependence of diffuser opening degree (nD) on GAFR. 

 (ΣFRD – sum of ring ducts area, 

 FC is the area at the intake of CC, Т*c is air temperature at the intake of the CC, 

 Р*c is air pressure at the intake of the CC) 

 

 Fuel atomization using pneumatic-mechanical atomizers: Fuel atomization was studies using a vortex 

burner with two-channel fuel supply. Experimental results about it are shown in fig. 4.  

 

 
 

Fig. 4: Dependence of the median volume diameter of droplets on fuel pressure (PF) (1 – converging 

attachment, 2 – vane swirler). 

 

 With ΔPF ≤ 300 kPa, the median volume diameter of droplets is d32=80…200 µm, with further increasing 

fuels pressure, droplets diameter reduces to d32 = 20…40 µm. When air is fed through a swirler, diameter of 

droplets is approximately the same, regardless of the fuel supply duct. 
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Besides, for a wide range of design and operating parameters, influence on atomization parameters has been 

studied for: diameter of fuel atomizer nozzle, shape of converging attachment at the exit from the burner, 

influence of air swirler vanes angle and supplying air to the base of fuel torch [1]. 

 Forced FAM combustion in combustion chambers is a complex multistage phenomenon that depends on 

physiochemical processes in the primary zone. Therefore, as a rule, for studying complex physical phenomena, 

they are simplified, and separate components thereof are studied. 

 In order to get the idea of physical processes during combustion, various research results were used; 

however, these data miss experiments with the reverse-flow area. In models that initate primary zone of a 

combustion chamber, combustion process and flame propagation in combustion chamber from a spark source 

have been visualized (fig. 5). 

 

 
 

Fig. 5: Visualization of FAM combustion and flame propagation process in a CC model (αк = 0.95; DCC= 0.056  

m; Тc*= 280 K; Cf = 0.2; Wc = 56.7 m/sec; τ1< τ2< τ3< τ4< τ5) Cf =Dcomb./DCCis blockage degree 

 

 When power is supplied to the spark plug, spark discharge immediately creates a small spherical nucleation 

site dq, temperature of which is so high that fuel in this area is evaporated and combusts (fig. 6). If heat release 

rate during combustion exceeds heat removal rate, the process develops and flame propagates throughout the 

primary zone, and vice versa, if heat release rate is less than heat removal rate, it burns away. Based on the 

above, one can say that in order to ensure combustion it is necessary to create conditions for initial nucleation 

site (dq) at spark plug, flame propagation into the Recirculation Mixing Zone (RMZ) and mixture combustion 

therein. 

 Work-flow in vortex burners: Fuel burn-up and flame stabilization in vortex burners are defined by flow 

hydrodynamics, physicochemical parameters of FAM coming from the burner and mass exchange between 

recirculation zone and the main flow. Due to the variety of burner designs and factors influencing operation, it 

seems impossible to show influence of each of them in full. Therefore, we will consider only the most 

widespread designs of vortex burners used for fuel combustion. 

 Performed study of flow aerodynamics, combustion torch and mixture composition in recirculation zone, of 

mass exchange between the main flow and recirculation zone made it possible to obtain important empiric 

dependencies and clarify some peculiarities of vortex burners’ work-flow in various operating conditions. 

 Aerodynamics and hydraulic resistance: Knowledge of aerodynamic structure of the flow in SGTE CC is 

important for SGTE CC design. Correct combination of solutions in aerodynamics and fuel supply into the 

primary zone can significantly reduce CC design and adjustment time. 

 While in the majority of existing CC the flowing around the flame tube is conditionally "symmetrical", in 

SGTE, due to necessary layout solutions, it is more complex, which leads to additional losses of full pressure, 

and, consequently, to the difference of static pressure at flame tube sidewalls (fig. 6). 
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Fig. 6: Flowing visualization in various layouts of SGTE CC: 

 

a – flowing in straight flow SGTE CC; b – flowing in reverse flow SGTE CC: 

 Therefore, several studies have been made for obtaining quantitative dependency between parameters that 

characterize aerodynamic structure of the flow in flame tube. Their results have been implemented in the form 

of an improved method for SGTE CC hydraulic calculation [1]. 

 Fuel burn-up in SGTE CC: FAM burn-up in a combustion chamber is a complex process that is defined by 

flow aerodynamics in the primary zone, design, operating conditions and size of CC. Taking into account the 

great number of factors that influence FAM burn-up, study thereof was performed as follows: fuel burn-up was 

studied along the whole length of the flame tube using natural gas (to exclude influence of liquid phase), 

influence of design and operating conditions on it was determined, obtained results for CC of various sizes 

running on liquid and gaseous fuels were generalized [1]. 

 Flame stabilization in SGTE CC: While flame stabilization after bluffs has been studied rather well, there 

are rather few works about this phenomenon in a vortex flow. As for SGTE CC, this problem has been paid very 

little attention. Therefore, study has been made of flame stabilization in a vortex flow (mainly used were results 

of the Samara School of "burners"). This allowed developing a stabilization mathematical model with regard to 

the peculiarities of vortex flows (fig. 7) [1]. 

 

 
 

Fig. 7: Flow in a vortex burner. 

 

 Forming gas temperature fields at the exit from SGTE CC: While in the majority of existing CC the flowing 

around the flame tube is "symmetrical" as a rule, in SGTE, due to layout solutions, it is more complex, which 

leads to additional losses of full pressure, and, consequently, to the difference of static pressure at flame tube 

sidewalls.  

 Fig. 8 shows influence of flame tube opening (in this case, due to decreasing relative area ∑Frel/Fcomp.out) on 

CC characteristics in the MD-120 engine. 

 As research shows, the minimum level of circular and radial inhomogeneity of gas temperature field is 

reached in case of equal flows through the outer and the inner mixers. 

 Since the outer flame tube sidewall in SGTE CC is at excessive pressure difference, one can suppose that 

any inhomogeneities of the flow at the exit from the diffuser first of all influence characteristics of gas 

temperature field (GTF) in circular direction [1, 9]. 
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Fig. 8: Influence of relative area ∑Fо/FC ion characteristics of resulting gas temperature field in MD-12 engine  

CC: (T*CC= 423 К;αc= 4.5…5,2;Ffront =0.147; λc= 0.25;P*c= 100 kPa). 

 

 Starting combustion chambers: Results of experimental research of the influence of air flow parameters, 

ignition system parameters, fuel properties and FAM quality on starting characteristics of SGTE CC showed that 

decreasing temperature (T*k) and pressure (Р*c) leads to shifting the "rare" border into the region with "richer" 

values of αc and, to decreasing limit values αcmax and λclim (fig. 9, 10). This can be explained by deterioration of 

FAM quality and fuel redistribution in the primary zone. 

 

 
 

Fig. 9: Influence of air pressure at the entrance to CC at αcmax and αclim. 

 

 
 

Fig. 10: Influence of air temperature at the entrance to CC at αcmax and αclim. 
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 Influence of ignition system's energy on starting combustion chamber was studied at CC of MD-120 and 

VGTD-2 engines. It has been established that increasing the energy Ес of ignition system in the range of 1…3 J 

makes it possible to improve start characteristics (fig. 11, 12). 

 Stable FAM ignition in the CC greatly depends on vapors concentration close to the spark plug, which 

depends on the quality of FAM preparation and fuel properties. Taking into account the fact that small size GTE 

use various fuels, a study has been performed of the influence of temperature and density of fuel on CC start 

properties. Decreasing fuel temperature leads to decreasing limit values αcmax и λclim. This is related to both 

evaporation rate and deterioration of atomization quality due to increasing viscosity [1, 10]. 

 

 
 

Fig. 11: Dependence of αcmax during CC start on the energy of ignition system. 

 

 
 

Fig. 12: Influence of fuel viscosity on FAM ignition in CC of MD-120 engine. 

 

Results: 

 As a result of a number of theoretical and experimental studies, an important problem has been solved, i.e., 

increasing efficiency of GTE combustion chambers work-flow. Practical recommendations have been developed 

for selecting parameters for newly developed designs of SGTE CC [1]. 
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